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Buyer’s and Seller’s Understanding

B1        B2

____ ____ I have personally test-driven this vehicle and I was offered the opportunity to have the vehicle
independently inspected.  I am satisfied with its mechanical condition.

____ ____ I understand that the vehicle I am purchasing is being sold without warranty and that I will be
responsible for any and all repairs after taking delivery. The dealership has made no promise to
pay for any repairs after delivery

____ ____ I also understand that aside from paying for any necessary repairs, the dealership may assist
me in a number of ways with mechanical trouble I may experience after delivery.

____ ____ I understand that the dealership will not loan a vehicle to me for any reason.

____ ____ I understand that I am expected to make all payments in full and on time and that I must
contact the dealership on or before my due date if I have a problem making a payment as
agreed.

____ ____ I understand that I must maintain full insurance coverage and that failure to provide proof may
result in immediate repossession.

____ ____ I accept that anything promised to me verbally may not be honored. I understand that only written
promises regarding this purchase are acceptable for Name of Dealership Management.

____ ____ I understand that it is my responsibility to immediately notify the dealership of any change in my
employment, address, phone number, insurance, ect. Failure to do so may cause me to default on
my contract

____ ____ I also understand that the dealership may repossess my vehicle and/or take legal action if I
default

____ ____ I am aware that the dealership may “sell” or “transfer” my account to any other 3rd party at its
discretion.

____ ____ I understand that the dealership will perform the initial title transfer and plate renewal (If expiring
within 30 days) only.  All plate renewals after 30 days will be my responsibility

____ ____ I have watched the Name of Dealership closing video and the GPS/Starter Interrupt Provider video
and I have no questions or objections.

____ ____ (Optional) I give permission to use my image for marketing purposes (social media)

____ ____ (Optional) I give permission to use my name for marketing purposes (social media)
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